
HUTCHINSON, Kan – Game number two of day two in the Hutchinson bracket of the NAIA Baseball 

Opening Round tournament, saw the Clarke University Crusaders taking on the Spartans of Missouri 

Baptist University. 

Clarke opened the scoring right away to take a quick 1-0 lead in the top of the first, but Missouri Baptist 

came back with a purpose in their half. Culver Plant went deep to tie the score at one, and after a single, 

Austin Rieman slammed a ball off the wall in left to score one. Rieman moved up to third on the throw 

home, and a single from John Hagan quickly brought him home. By the time the dust settled, the 

Spartans carried a 3-1 lead into inning number two. 

The Spartans continued their hot streak into inning number two as they put up a four-spot. Kyle Keck led 

off with a single. Aaron Collazo reached on an error, and Plant singled to score Keck. Drew Kitson then 

went yard for a 3-run home run, to push the lead to 7-1. After Rieman reached on yet another error, 

Clarke made a pitching change to try to stem the tide. Tucker Mai did just that as he struck out the side, 

keeping Clarke within sight of the Spartans. However, Missouri Baptist would add single runs in the third 

and fourth to make it 9-1. 

Clarke would show why they’re the number one seed, as they were not going to go down without a 

fight. The Crusaders loaded the bases with no outs in the top of the fifth when Patrick Boyle suddenly 

lost his awareness of the strike zone, walking four, and ultimately walking in two runs to make it 9-3. At 

that point, Coach Uschold had seen enough, bringing Robby Brewster in from the pen to stop the 

bleeding. A single by Evan Faccenda would add two more, making it 9-5 before Brewster induced an 

inning ending double play. 

The scoring parade continued for both teams as the wind, shaky pitching and a lack of focus on defense 

produced more crooked numbers. By the time the sixth inning was over, Missouri Baptist led 12-6 on 

the strength of 12 hits and seven Clarke errors. 

Missouri Baptist one more in the seventh, while Clarke would add one in the seventh and two in the 

eighth, but the Spartans held on for the 13-9 win over the #1 seed. They will move to play on 

Wednesday at 2:30 against an as yet to be determined opponent. Clarke will take on the winner of the 

game between Tabor and Concordia at 11:00 a.m. on Wednesday. 

 


